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Outcomes: 

● HSLLO staff will receive guidance from the Commission to inform 
development of the 2024-25 Measure H Permissible Expenses.

● That guidance will be grounded in framing of the background of 
the need, the rationale, and a set of guiding principles for how 
new guidelines and a process will support site leaders and 
teachers to focus on implementation and improvement, while 
also streamlining where possible.

● HSLLO staff will use this guidance to develop a draft of a 24-25 
Permissibles document for the 11/14 Commission meeting. (The 
final draft will come to the Commission for approval on 12/5).



Context

● The overwhelming community support for Measure H, and both 
interim early evidence and student outcome measures over time, 
suggest that Measure N and the Linked Learning approach to 
high school design have been highly successful overall.

● To support the evolving effort since 2014, guidance for the 
expenditures of Measure N (and now H) public bond funds has 
itself developed and evolved over time.

● The goal of Measures N and H is the development and 
improvement of student learning experiences and outcomes via 
high-quality college and career pathways.



Context (cont.)

● In the 2021 Measure N listening campaign led by OUSD Board 
Directors & Measure N Commissioners, feedback emerged about 
challenges with accessing the funds, including specific feedback 
about time-consuming expenditure justifications and questions 
about specific non-allowables given the purpose of the parcel 
tax. 

● Measure N/H Permissibles Guidance was approved by the 
Measure N/H Commission in 2022-23, with updates made to the 
preamble but not the specific permissibles.



Rationale for Updating Permissibles Guidance

● The transition from Measure N to Measure H presents an 
opportunity to update the Permissibles Guidance.

● It also offers an opportunity to reset and refocus, to deepen the 
work beyond what was possible in the early years of Measure N, 
to allow site leaders, teachers, and staff to have a razor-sharp 
focus on implementation and improvement, so that our high 
schools can be places of equitable deeper learning for each and 
every Oakland young person.

● Updating language in the Measure N/H Permissibles Guidance is 
one essential support for that deepened learning goal.



Guiding Principles

● Guiding Principles for the update to the Measure N/H Permissibles are: 

○ Students at the Center: Focus should be on improving the quality of the 
instructional core, the four pillars of Linked Learning; as such, practitioners should 
experience the permissible guidance as supportive of what it takes to strengthen 
pathways.

○ Community Accountability: Clear communication of guidelines to inform effective 
planning at the outset and to strengthen school and community understanding of 
how these funds are intended to meet the outcomes of the Measure. 

○ Teachers Focus on Teaching: Reduce the time and effort spent by site teams to 
submit budget plans and modifications.

○ Simplify Requirements: Ensure no audit findings, in keeping with the 
requirements stipulated in the Measures and nothing more, so as to enable the 
HS Linked Learning staff to focus supports on increasing capacity of staff to 
realize the full potential of Linked Learning.



Scenario #1

● A pathway requests purchasing internship and job interview 
professional attire to build a lending library for students. 

What concerns might you have about this request being approved for Measure N/H?
What conditions might need to be in place to approve such a request? 



Scenario #2

● A Graphic Design pathway requests plumbing upgrades to a CTE classroom 
that requires access to a sink to operate a key piece of equipment. The sink is 
already installed but needs to be moved.   

What concerns might you have about this request being approved for Measure N/H?
What conditions might need to be in place to approve such a request? 



Scenario #3
● A pathway requests iPads to support with an Animation class. Their advisory 

board recommends these iPads and they will enable students to learn key 
software typically used in this industry. 

What concerns 
might you have 
about this request 
being approved for 
Measure N/H?

What conditions 
might need to be in 
place to approve 
such a request? 



Scenario #4
● A school wants to pay salary and benefits for an AP Computer Science 

teacher. The courses they will teach are CTE-standards aligned and the 
teacher has a CTE credential.

What concerns 
might you have 
about this request 
being approved for 
Measure N/H?

What conditions 
might need to be in 
place to approve 
such a request? 



Discussion 

Given the Context, Rationale, and Guiding Principles 
and our discussion about the various scenarios, how 
might the Measure N/H team update the 
Permissibles Guidance to be more explicitly 
grounded in what it takes to build high-quality 
pathways while still meeting the requirements of 
auditors?



Questions?


